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Нарушение киральной симметрии и непертурбативная масштабная
аномалия в калибровочных теориях поля

Иоследуется непертурбативная динамика нарушения киральной и мас-
штабной симметрии в асимптотически свободных и асимптотически
несвободных (с ультрафиолетовостабильной неподвижной точкой) ка-
либровочных теориях поля. В двухпетлевом приближении получены
аналитические выражения для кирального и глюонного конденсатов.
Выдвинута и обоснована гипотеза о мягком поведении составных опе-
раторов в асимптотически несвободных калибровочных теориях с не-
подвижной точкой. Показано, что в этих теориях форма масштабной
аномалии зависит от типа фазы по константе связи, к которой она
относится.Предложен новый эффективный лагранжиан для глюония и
/иральных полей. Получено массовое соотношение для синглетного
скалярного фермион-антифермионного связанного состояния. Важным
ингредиентом такого подхода является большая ((/& 2) динами-
ческая размерность составных скалярных полей. Рассматривается
применение этого подхода к КХД и к техницветным моделям.

V.A.Miransky, V.P.Gusynin

Chiral Symmetry Bn iking and Nonperturbative Soale Anomaly
la Gauge Field Theories

The nonperturbative dynamioe of ohiral and soale symmetry brea-

king in asymptotically free and non-aeymptotioally free (with an

ultraviolet stable fixed point) veоtor-like gauge theories is

investigated. In the two-loop approximation analytical expres-

sions for the ohiral and gluon condensates are obtained, The hy-

pothesis about a soft behaviour at small distanoes of composite

operators in non-asymptotioally free gauge theories with a fixed

point is put forward and substantiated. It is shown that in these

theories the form of the scale anomaly depends on the type of the

phase in coupling constant to which it relates. A new dilaton ef-

feotive lagranglan for glueball and ohiral fields ie suggested.

The mass relation for the singlet sealer fermion-antifermion

bound state is obtained.The important Ingredient of this approaoh

is a large ic/z* 2) dynamical dimenaion of composite ohiral

fields.The application of this approaoh to QCD and teohnioolour

models is discussed,
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1. Introduction*

In the preeent paper we study the nonperturbative dynamicв

of chii'al and scale symmetry breakdown (and , in particular, the

formation of the chiral and gluon condensates £"f}) in vector-

like gauge theories» We consider both asymptotically free (AP)

and non-aaymptotically free (HAP) gauge theories (the latter can

be either Abelian QED-llke theories or non-Abelian theories with

a sufficiently large number of fermione).

As it has been pointed out in Refs. [2,3] (see also the re-

views [4]), NAP gauge theories with a critical coupling constant

Uc > О (nontrivlal ultraviolet fixed point) separating two

phaeee with different structures of renormalizatioaa can give an

example of continuum field theories with nontrivial S-matrix.

The critical coupling d
c
 corresponds to the second order phase

transition connected with spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking*

At present such theories are being intensively studiedt

the existence of the critical coupling o£c > О is investi-

gated by computer simulations in lattice QED [5,б]; applicati-

ons of RAP gauge theories for the description of the dilaton dy-

namics and the dynamics of teohnicolour models have been consi-

dered In Refs. [7-1 "fj* In particular, the notorious flavour-chan-

ging neutral-current problem in technicolour models can be sol-

ved along these lines [в-ю].

In Kef .[]7]] the important question concerning the dynamics

of scale symmetry breakdown in КАР gauge theories with the non-

trivial fixed point has been raised. One of the basic results

of the present paper related to this point is the following!

the form of the scale anomaly depends on the type of the phase

in coupling constant to which it relates j the behaviour at small

distanoee of composite operator» in such theories is softer than

in asymptotically free theories (the exact meaning of the term

"soft" will be clarified below). Let us discuss these points in

more details.

As is well known, in vector-like gauge theories the fol-

lowing relation for the divergence of the dilation current

(trace of the energy-momentum tensor &"^ ) takes place in

all orders of perturbation theory [12] »



where А/(&г) . Af(F^F")v* N(Y
{
 Y£) ( / » I,*,..

ie the index of the flavour group) tire properly defined composi-

te operators, ymi (oi) is the anomalous dimension of the opera-

tor A/CVt^i) and mei is the current mass of the i-th

fermion, If one assumes the conventional point of view that the-

re is only one phase in coupling constant in asymptotically

free theories, then the relation (1) with the ordinary jSCu)

and finite) functions should be exact there. Another situation

can take place in NAP gauge theories with a fixed point o(.t:>0'

in this case the critical coupling constant otc separates two

phases with different structures of renormalizations, in parti-

cular, with different functions J&Cd) and /^ц-&)[з,7]. ̂ ал

question arises: what is the form of the scale anomaly in the

supercritical, Ы > U
c
 , nonperturbative phase? In the present

paper, in the two-loop apperoximation, it will be shown that Eq.

(1) but with the functions flCu) and jr
m
/&) related to this

phase (see Eq* (39) below) takes place there :

where A le the ultraviolet cutoff and the symbol сы-*м
е
)

means that the transition to the continuum limit is realised

together with the renonnalization of the coupling Ы. leading

to the fixed value U
c
 (see Sec.2). By definition, the operators

K(O^) * M.fF^F^^eaA гп
ы
Ы

о
(Щ%) we use are

the canonical operators minus the contribution of their vacu-

um expectation values related to the free massless fields»
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= ©- - <о\

( <0\ (Vi % ) A g c IО > | m ~ О ) . Here mL (л) la the bare
mass of the i-th fermlon and the current masses we use relate

to the normalization point ^*< - D « Since the functions
and JfmiCal) are different in the phases with оС^Ыс and ci>Uet

the form of the scale anomaly depends on the type of the phase
to which i t re la tes .

Also, i t will be shown that in th i s approximation the va-

lue <O\A/0(GZ.№> ±B

(4)

where A/ ie a dimension of the f ermion representation of the

gauge group Q , irij is the dynamical (i.e. connected with spon-

taneous chiral symmetry breakdown) mass of t&Fa&.<m.B
y
m±

i
=.m

d
+m

ci

is the total mass of the i-th f ermion, and the numerical cons-

tant £ ̂  1 (see Sec.2). In the chiral limit С tn
ci
 ~O )

Eq. (4) implies the following simple relation :

15)

Together with the derived in the present paper re lat ion for the
chiral condensate,
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the relations (4) and (5) express the main characteristics ot

the fixed point dynamics in terms of fermion masses. As it is

seen from Eqa. (4) and (6),the series of the chiral perturbation

expansion converges at
 ГПс1

/гп
с
1 ^ 2 •

It ia remarkable that the single subtraction (3) alone

provides finiteness of all matrix elements in Eq. (2). Note that

this property йоев not take place in asymptotically free theories

where the subtraction of the vacuum average including, whole per-

turbatlve contribution has to be performed [i]. For examplet

etc. In this sense the behaviour at small distances of composite

operators in MAP gauge theories with the fixed point is softer

than in A? theories. We shall argue that such a soft behaviour

at small distances of composite operators is the characteristic

manifestation of the presence of the nontrivial fixed point in

a theory.

All these relations are obtained in the continuum limit

( Л -* •=<>, °f —ъ Ы.
л
 ). However, it is clear that when the con-

dition
 m
-i/i\ <.< 1 holds (i.e. the nearcritical regime,

oi-d.
c
^< 1 , takea* place), these relations oan with good accura-

cy be applied in theories with finite cutoff too. If we assume

that the regime with a nearcritical slowly running coupling

Ы(%*)-с1
е
 « 1 ) is realised in a region M

3
4%

z
iA

Z

t
 М*&Л

1
,

of an asymptotically free theory, then the dynamics in this

region can be considered as an imitation of the fixed point dy-

namics with Л = oo , oi. а Ы4 but still ffij ф О (recen-

tly such theories have been considered in the technicolour sohe-

me [i3,143)«
 I n

 tiila case the relations (4)-(6) reproduoe ef-

fects of the part of the scale anomaly caused by the presenee

of the scale A at which the change of the dynamios regime ta-

kes place (the dynamics of spontaneous chiral symmetry brea-

king is switched on).

We also introduce the two component conoeption of scale

symmetry breaking in gauge theories and suggest a new effecti-

ve lagrangian which realizes (in the tree approximation) the

low-energy theorems of the broken scale symmetry in gauge theo-
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riesfi?]* If In the standard approach[i6,17] a glueball playe the
role of a dilaton and there is a ̂ .arge mixing between glueball
and the scalar fermlon-Hatifermion bound state ( £T - boson),
this new effective lagrangian containe two dilatonsz glueball and
& - boson* That is, it is assumed that glueball and б' - boson

dominate matrix elements of the trace of the energy-momentum ten-

aor (the hypothesis of a partially conserved dilation current

(PCDC)). A ecalar 6* - boson is connected with the part of the

scale anomaly (apparently smaller one in the case of QCD) caused

by the dynamics of spontaneous chirel symmetry breakdown* In thia

approach the mixing between glueball and 6* - boson can be neg-

ligibly small, and in this sense this approach is close to that

of Ref8.J7.9f18].-
In the framework of this approach the following case rela-

tion for & - boson will be derived in the chiral limit :

(7)

where the parameter Fg is determined from the equation

Moreover, tating into account the fact that for the fixed point

dynamics the anomalous dimension^,=i[3.7J and hence the dynami-

cal dimension of the composite field Б ^ ¥ Ч' is e/
e
 - 2

the following relations will be obtained :

(9)

Using then the relation

F ^ ^-mj,
 (10)

discussed in Refs. j[i9,2OJ , we obtain that
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&
 (11)

(remember that 4 cz 1 ).

The relation M& = 2m^
 w a

e originally derived in the

Hartree approximation in the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model \2л\

(the -ecent diacusaion of the origin of this relation in the

Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model see in Ref. £22}). Also recently this

relation haa been discussed in QCD and technicolour models [20]

In the present paper it is derived in the framework of the fi-

xed point dynamics and the PCDG hypothesis.

We then apply this approach to describe the properties

of scalar 6' - meson in QCD. It is in particular shown

that a difficulty of the standard approach \j\l~\ concerning st-

rong coupling of glueball to two pions can be easily avoided

along these lines.

The basic methods used in the present paper are the Schwin

ger-Dyson equations and the effective action for composite ope-

rators of Cornwall, Jackiw and Tomboulis (CJT)£233. As it was

already noted, we work in the two-loop approximation. Of cour-

ee, this approximation can be considered only as a model for

thn study of such complicated phenomenon as the nonperturba-

tive dynamics of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking in gau-

ge theories. The results of computer simulations [5it>]show

that this model reproduces characteristic features of this

uymuiii-cu. AIBO, aince the critical coupling otc is <tfc ~
 1/ct(f>/)(C(

is the value of tJie quadratic Casimir operator for the fermion

representation {ft] of the gauge group) jV], the value olcis

email for sufficiently large fennion representations. This fact

can be also considered as some justification of using such an

approximation in this case. However, we find it more important

that the basic results; of the present paper (dependence of the

form of the scale anomaly on the type of the phase and a soft

behaviour at small distances of composite operators in NAF gau-

ge theories, noncanonical dynamical dimensions of composite

chiral fields) are characteristic manifestations of the non-

xrivial fixed point dynamics (or the dynamics imitating it)

which are not rigidly connected with the used approximation

(see Secc.4 and 5). la Sec.6 the physical contenta of such NAP

gauge theories is discussed.
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2. Effective action for composite operators in the

problem of chiral symmetry breaking in gauge the-

ories.

The CJI effective action for composite operators [231

contains important Information concerning chirel end scale

symmetry breakdown in gauge theories. Here we consider some

general properties of CJT action related to the problem of

chiral symmetry breaking» In particular, an essential distin-

ction in the structure of the FCAC dynamics in AF and HAP gau-

ge theories will be revealed.

The CJT effeotive action for composite operators is a

functional of Qreen's functions. In the case of dynamical

chiral symmetry breakdown it is a functional of the fermion

propagator, G-Coc^ ) = -c <OlT ^(х)Ц>С^\ОУ .
When the ground state is translationally invariant, the fer-

mion propagator is QCx^^s. Qcoc-^) and the effective

action transforms into the eff eotive potential V. At statio-

nary points ( ̂ ^/gQ = О ) the potential V is the energy den-

sity of the corresponding vacuums.

The expression for the OJT potential takes the form [23ji

\J(G) = V
г т r~

)where SCp) •=* (fi -rn) is the free fermion propagator, Щ

is the matrix of bare пшввеа and V
n
 is given by all two-par-

ticle irreducible n -loop vacuum graphs with the fermion propa-

gators set equal to G(p) (the integration in Eq. (12) is

oarried out in the Buolidean region). The normalization of V

in Bq. (12) corresponds to the definition of the energy-mo-

mentum tensor (Э) i at a stationary point G
B
 G we have

The stationer it у oondition *//(•?
 я
 ^coincides with the Schwin-

ger-Dyson equation for the propagator G{p) 1.2JJ»

Let us consider a vector-like gauge theory with /%
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fermlon flavours! for simplicity, we assume that all fermione

are assigned to a common representation of the gauge group* In

the chiral limit there is a 1tL(Nf)* Ux(tff) symmetry with
the 2.Nj conserved currents j \ , j \ s , as OJ1J...J ty-i.

As i s known, the conserved singlet current
J

(for the Л* matrices we use the normalization condition

tz A*X ~ •£ «̂  ) lfl not a gauge-invariant operator (the
symbol Nek ...i/ means that the current i' , ie determined thro-
ugh the ohiral-invariant regularization procedure).

When fermione have bare massee, AoC — - 4^rn 4^\
the following equations take place i

и (Н)

Using the chiral transformations of fermion fields one can

reduce the mass matrix to the diagonal form m
t
\ = m

t
 f

with tni ЪО C/J >)

When spontaneous chiral symmetry breakdown takes place,

the vacuum energy density is degenerated with respect to the

chiral transformations. Therefore, in this case we have t

« VCG (15)

where

Q

If the propagator G corresponds to the vacuum ]0)> • then

the propagator Gr^^ corresponds to the state
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( (p 5. , Q* are the generators of the chlral group). Let ия

ehow that the condition (15) prov. dee the conservation of the

ourrenta l\ , f^f en all states /tf,/> and that In the

continuum lliait this condition put в additional (with reepeot

to the Schwlnger-Dyson equations) restrictions on the fermlon

propagator.

Let us consider the diagonal in flavour indices fermlon

propagator

- ^ 0 4 (?) - в, с

corresponding to the P - Invariant vacuum. Then, le t us Intro-
duo e the propagator Gcdt/s) (see Bq. (16)). It i s not difficult
to show that the difference Л Vfyft) - VCGcsy ) —. Vf& )
i s equal to

where

С ^ **С

1- -T— • (20)

In the first place, it is easy to show that for n-loop,

terms the difference У
л
(6ы,/у)^л(0) equeA* zero. Indeed,

due to the structure of the vacuum diagrams, the parameters

o£A and В
л
 appear in V

rt
 only in combinations of the form

Therefore, V
n
(Gu/^)) -V

n
CO)= 0. *ben, eince

•£г in G(c^) - £t&i (Gcw>P) + &&IJ;
Eq. (12) implies Che relation (18).
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Formally, the expression &УСы,р) equals zero when t$ = o.

However, in the continuum limit, when the cut-cff A -s>

ttoe integral in Eq, (18) usually diverges at оС
Л}/
&± Ф О

and therefore, in general, the condition ^^)|д- „« = О

is not sufficient for the restoration of the 2^(7\л.)х2/ (//,)
symmetry In continuum theories. The necessary and sufficient
condition for this is evidently the following one :

(21)

She physical meaning of the oondition (21) is that in the con-

tinuum limit it provides the conservation of the chiral curre-

nts on all states id^ft > • Indeed, Eq. (14) implies that the-

«• currents are conserved on these states if the following re

lations take place :

= -Sim &

(23)

Since

jZj~? , ы'ь s и
л
 at а Ф £? ) ,

then, due to arbitrariness of ( oL}/l ), the condition (23)

with a = О implies the condition (21) (due to arbitrari-

ness of (ofjS) all the other conditions (22) and (23) also

follow from that one with CL= 0 ).

As it is seen from Eq. (14), the singlet vector current

i^, is conserved for any mass matrix rn . On the other

Saad, it is known (see, for example,Refs, [ii4] ) that in the

P - invariant sector all composite operators ( У \
А
 У )

А
,

a common renormalization oonsteiit



ie the renoroiallsation group parameter ( after a proper rede-

finition, (4'4')
A
-
J
9A/(r

l
t')

M
th9 same relation takes place also

for the operator / W V V )
A
 [l,4l ; in more detail see below).

Therefore, in this sector Eq. (14) leads to the following con-

dition of the conservation of the chiral currents :

Ccm m(A)z:
m
 (A) "= О „.,

A
 ...

 m
 (24)

Ae it has been shown in Ref. [24! , the condition (24) puts

additional restrictions on the solutions of the Schwinger-

Dyson equations corresponding to spontaneous chiral symmetry

breaking. Since the condition (21) is related to the extended

(Including all etates \d
}
fty ) space, it can in principle be

stronger than the condition (24)» Below some examples will

be considered and, as the consequence,an essential distinc-

tion in the realization of the chirel symmetry breaking dyna-

mics in AP and HAP gauge theories will be revealed.

I. QCD with ГПп « mS/i and 0 «= 0 ( О is the coupling

constant for the term 0~=-F^ ).

In the И - invariant sector, in the Landau gauge, the

Schwinger-Dyson equations with ultraviolet cutoff Л admit

the solution with the ultraviolet asymptotics of the form [24]:

Ac?)

where J^\ is the free dimensional parameter of QCD,$=

and _ f/

2
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Here <A/(WL > H -£- Ъ.*
and the symbol Д/ denotes subtracting the vacuum average of
a perturbative contribution. From Eqe. (18) and (25) we find

(27)

Therefore, in this case the condition (21) takes the formi

= 0.
 (28)

Since in QCD the renormalization constant z? CA)?Z

n4J )i the condition of the vacuum

energy density independence of the parameters ol^ ±a in this

cuao stronger that the condition (24).

ke it follows from Eqs. (25) and (26) , in the continu-

um limit the condition (24), and therefore (28), selects the

regular asymptytice, 8>(р
г
} •**«-' -%ГС&1 Р

/М
1
У*Л*4~^

This result agrees with that obtained by the operatoi pro-

duot expansion method [25] • It ie essential that in the P-

invariant sector the condition (28) does not put any additio-

nal (with respect to (24)) restrictions on the fermion propaga-

tor.

II. QED with /7Z-. =: Щ $;;

In the two-loop approximation the CJT potential has the

following form in the Land^a gauge [23] t

(29)

(30)
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~ \cluu
J

( i n t h i s a p p r o x i m a t i o n А ( р
г
) = 1 [ * 3 ] > . H e r e A = J ~ , | ^

Hote that the choice of the Landau gauge in thie approxima-

tion is not accidental; just in the Landau gauge all Ward

identitiee are satisfied in thie approximation[4]. Hie transi-

tion to other gauges implies essential changing the f ermion-

antifermion-photon vertex (recently euch a transition to arbit

rary covariant gauges lias been realized by Appelquiat, Lane

and Mahanta [26]}. _

The stationarity condition yfg ~0 leads to the fol-

lowing nonlinear integral equation :

Although the analytical form of the solutions of this equati-

on is not yet fouad, some their important properties are khown.

It is khown that the value X = ^ ( rf = • % ) -Ie the critical

value separating the perturbative ( Л ^
 f
fa ) phase and the

phase with spontaneous chiral symmetry breakdown [2-4, 27 J

(from the mathematical point of view thie critical value is a

bifurcation point [28]). In the perturbative phase the Johnson-

Baker-Willey (JBff) solution [29] takes place :

*- C 3 3 1

wheref =ill -(t - J j
L

Using Eq. (18) we find the following expression for 4V
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ТЫ ь ьхргеыв1оп ahowa that the JBW solution corresponds to expli

cit uhiral symmetry breakdown»

In the supercritical. Л > " ^ , phase the aeymptotioe

ut the uolution takes the following form

P

- „ • . v =

and rrt, = &(o) . The numerical computer analysis of the equa-

tJoa (32) ahowe that the value of the constant £ is j asi [i"j,

The total шава т.^&Со)^ а в ш п
 °^ ^

n e
 dynamical mass

which la defined aa the value 8>(o) in the chlral limit, and the

ourrunt inaas /7?
c
 — p

1
^ /^?м)related to the value .>< =• С . 1л

the limit /71,. *< mj the renonnalization constant z*£* was

dateruiined inRef.[3]« ?т?Л) ^c. ^
 J/f7t/

/(?rA •

Kb it is shown in the Appendix I, for arbitrary values of tn
c

this renormalization oonstant takes the form t

M mLftb?! (36)

Ihe dynamical mass /тг^ is Г2—4J

and In the continuum limit it remains to be finite if the fol

lowing renormalieation of the coupling constant is performed

[2-4]:

mj
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Prom Bqs. (36) and. (38) we find the functions jB<k)an

in the supercritical phase (remember that X =? ЗЫ/^ )j

(39)

Aa it is seen, this JS -function has the ultraviolet stable

aero at oL = d
c
 -•*& . The critical coupling Ы

с
 = *% corres-

ponds to the second order phase transition: the dimensionless

correlation length |" =
 A

/fn
d
 ~ -J **р(

Ж
/л<*/ -1' )

is infinite at this value of ol .
 c

We would like to emphasize the following point. In the

present approximation the renormalization constant of the pho-

ton propagator ia i? = 1 . Therefore, the running coupling oLfa*)

is constant. This circumstance corresponds to the fact that the

perturbative j3 - function equals zero in this approximation.

On the other hand, although in the supercritical phase (in the

same approximation) the running coupling is also constant, the

B> - function is not zero. Therefore, in this phase the rela-

tionytf —ct-ie/i'^^'/vtnA ' P
r o v e d

 *
n
 every order of perturbation

theory, is not valid and, as the consequence, the standard con-

nection between the running coupling behaviour and the form of

the JS - function is broken £г,зЗ (note that such a phenomenon
takes place in some two-dimensional soluble models[3»4-3 )•

Substituting the expression (35) in Eq. (18) and taking

into account Eqs. (36) and (37), we obtain :

л-**о Щ
 y J

 (40)

where

f ю> = -
<*-*t>



A-i>«» -Ж
3

and (see Eqs. (3) and (36))

(42)

т „ LTl I Г ^
 #

As it follows from Eqs. (41) and (42), in the continuum

limit the value of the chiral condensate <0/ Ы
О
(^Р V)|0>

ia completely determined by the aeymptotics of the function

S(P
l
j • This circumstance allows to find this condensate

without knowing the exact form of the solution of the equation

(32).

As it follows from Eqs. (40) and (42), in QED the condition

of the GJT effective potential independence of the parameters oL
A

is

Л —^ ее

Therefore in this case, as distinct from QCD, it coincides with

the condition (2*1). -he formal reason for eush a different beha-

viour of these theories is explained by the following point t

if in ЛР theories the appearance of a fermion bare mass leads

to a change in the charac+эг of the asymptotica of the mass

function (the regular aeymptotics is substituted by the irregu-

lar one; see Eqe. (25) and (26)), in QED the appearance of

m
c
 Ф 0 does not change the form of the asymptotics of 8(p

l
)

(see Eq. (35))• This point reflects the deep distinction in

the dynamics of chiral вушк ;ry breakdown in AJP and NAP gauge

theories which will be discussed in the next section*

3. More about the composite operator ^рЦ^

in gauge theories.

As it follows from Eq. (27), in QCD,in the PCAC situation,

when
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the function AV#)ia4Vfa)=.-«>o.On the other hand, in QED

the function AVfoL) is fini e in the PCAG situation (see

Eqs. (40) and (42)). Let us discuss the physical reason for such

a different behaviour of the CJT potential in these theories.

The expression (27) can be rewritten in the form (compare

With Eq. (40))i

(44)

( 4 5 )

Therefore, uV6>()— oo implies that in QCD the naively defi-
ned basic parameter of the PCAC dynamics *&m f

Л-4-ое

diverges and therefore it needs to be redefined (_1 J

il \4б)

where the matrix element <0/('V
;
'

(
/

/
)|0L^ includes the con-

tribution of a perturbetive dynamics connected with the irregu-

lar asymptotics of the fermion mass function*

The reason for the necessity of such a redefinition is

the following* In AP theories the perturbative and the nonper-

turbative dynamics belong to the same phase* The dynamics of

spontaneous chiral symmetry breakdown is formed at the distan-

oes 7. Jb m^ and the perturbative dynamics dominates at

small distances. The redefinition (46) subtracts the perturba-

tive contribution from the composite operators* On the one ha-

nd, such a redefinition is necessary but, on the other hand,

such a separation of perturbative and nonperturbative contribu-

tions leads to difficulties in substantiating the operator pro-

duct expansion method in AP theories J3OJ.

Another situation takes place in NAP gauge theories with

a nontrivial f^xed point-. Here the perturbative ( oi < <*
с
 )

and the nonperturbative phases are aepaidted. Therefore, in

this case the proulera of the perturbative contribution separe-
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tion does not arise at all. In these theories the parameter

xe finite in the PCAC situation (see 2qs.(40), (42)).

In this sense one can say that the behaviour of the com-

posite operator W in NAP theories is softer than in AP

onea. In Sec.4 it will be shown that a similar situation takes

place also for the operator J~
MV
F^

tv
 and that Xhe reason for

such a soft behaviour of composite operators is connected with

the specific character of the dynamics of scale symmetry break-

down in NAP gauge theories.

4. Honperturbative scale anomaly and the

gluon condensate.

In this section we consider scale symmetry breaking con-

nected with the fixed point dynamics.

As is known, the divergence of the dilation current coin-

cides with the trace of the energy-momentum tensor :

(47)

We use the energy-momentum tensor defined in Eq. (3)» The neces-

sity of subtracting the vacuum contribution related to the free

maseless fields from S^
 i s

 dictated by the point that for

these fields the scale symmetry is exact and therefore in

this case the conservation of the dilation current must take

place. It is essential that for ХГАР gauge theories with the

fixed point this single subtraction alone provides (at least

in the two-loop approximation) finiteness of the operator Л£(Ф*^).

This circumstance reflects a soft character of scale symmetry

breakdown in these theories. Note that this property does not

take place neither in the perturbative ( oi. < oi
 c
 ) phase of

NAP thei-ies nor in AF theories (in more detail see below).

Our goal is to prove the relations (2) and (4)« The Lorentz

invariance of the ground state implies t
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where 0 ie the stationary point (i.e. the eolution of the

Sohwinger-Dyaon equation) of the U/T potential V. Thue, our

problem ia reduced to the calculation of the potential V at

the stationary point.

Let us consider a vector-like gauge theory with the mass

matrix triij - т;Сл)$у. In the ladder (two-loop) approximation

the CJT effective potential taJcee the following form in the

Landau gauge (compare with Eq. (29))[23]Jr

(49)

(50)

(5D

where X =
!Ehe equation

The form of this equation coincides with that e£ Eq.32
and therefore we shall use Eqe. (33)-(42) in Sect.2.It should
be understood that in these relations the following substitu-
tion is realized s « M ) —ъm

t
(A)

y
 m^ —* тг^,

 i
 >n

c
-=>m<<

(
-
r

/n^ —^ m^t end Ы- —ъ С
л
 Сл/) <̂  •

Also, it can be easily shown that in this сеян the expression

for the chiral condensate (42) transforms into the expression
( 6).

To derive Eqs. (2) and (4) the fol.owing relation will be

useful :
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(53)

It follows from the faot that S
e
- is stationary point of the

effective potential V. Indeed, considering•the variations of V

with respect to the transformations 8- -=» 6
esJ>
= S в-

(Ы<йР.*.т,ел ) = s* V(B
t
, ̂ *.>«V* % '

we find J

Ueing Bq. (49) it is easy to examine that Eq. (54) implies the

relation (53).

Prom Eqs. (4в), (49) and (53) we find s

This relation togt jher with the relation

л* J u+eUu)
о
 l

(56)

following from the equation (52), will be basic ones for the

determination of the vacuum average <^OjЛ/„ (Q***^ )/0̂ >-

We begin with considering the case of the chiral limit

( m
t
-(A)ss O

t
 V

z
 ~ О • . ). Since in the present approximation

the perturbative /& - function equals zero, it may seem that in

the continuum limit the equation (52) with frt
t
-CA) — О

corresponds to a scale invariant approximation in which the

dilation current has to be conserved and therefore

(57)
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Рог the eubcritical, X <£ Xc = */« (oi < Ыс
 a J p < ? C £ ^ ) ,

values of the coupling constant the equation (52) with /W/M)=O

has only the trivial solution 8t- — 0 and hence in this case the

relation (57) is valid. However, in the supercritical, \>X e = 2£

phase the situation changes* From Eqe.(35) and (55)» (56) we

f i n d *

Й ^ ) 1 0 > А (E) 6m Z
Л-ФОО

Using the well known relation

following, for example, from the functional integral represen-

tation for the vacuum energy density У(в{), end Eqe. (37)

and (36), we find from Eq. (58) the relation (2) (in the chi-

ral limit tn
ei
 ~ О ).

Note that in the present approximation the relation (59)

can be examined by the direct calculation of the matrix element

<OIA/.(F^F"")IO> (see fig. 1).

We would like to emphasize that, as it follows from Sq.(58),

the scale anomaly is completely determined by the dynamics at

short, z ~ V/\ > distances.

Now let us consider the case of the PCAG dynamics when

the current mass is m
ei
 = 4л'т

т
/п;гл)2%'"'сл) Ф О.

At X < )ч
е
 « f/fy the JEW solution takes place in this oase.

Substititing the expression for &
t
> С/>*)ОЪ) into Eq. (55) and

using the equation (56) we find :

Thus, in the perturbatiVe phase the vacuum average of the so

defined energy-momentum tensor diverges о

Another situation takes place in the supercritical phase.

Here, acting just in the same way as in the case of the chiral

limit, we obtain the relation (4)« Therefore, in this phase the
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vucuiun average of the operator f\jb/&£/ ia

It is somewhat more complicated to obtain the relation (2)
in this oaae. To derive it one has (using Eqe. (36) and (37))
to represent <Of No (£>"UJ 0)> from Eq. (4) ее an Implicit func-
tion of the paramtera oC

f
 m

t
CA) and Л > and then to use the

relation (59)* Aa a result, we obtain t

Л—><ж» *"" " '

Сы.

(in the present approximation thie relation can also be exami-

ned by the direct calculation of < Ol Ы. (F^ F-"")IO)> \

eee fig. 1). Taking into account Eqs. (6) and (39) we find the

relution 12).

A aofc character of scale symmetry breaking in NAP gauge

theories with a nontrivial fixed point is in particular manifes-

ted in that the renormalization of the bare mass and of the

coupling conetant (eee Eqa. (36) and (3B))provideo finlteneee

of the vacuum energy density <ol A/
O
(&

e
*)\0'> = У (в;)

In the oontinuuin limit. let из show that the relation (2) is

the direct consequence of this property. Indeed, due to it we

have >

(62)

- ^_ YntfWtHct(оМУЛщЧЪ)\0У\ = 0 .

In deriving this equation we used Eqe. (39) and (59) and also
the relation

w

following, for example, from the functional integral represen

tation for V(8
t
) • Taking into account the fact that the

form of \f ( UC'A) ̂ m
t
-{A),A ) ia

V = л FЫсл), т'1ЛуА ) , (64)
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where F ia a certain function, we obtain the relation (2) from

Eq. (62).

Thus, in HAP gauge theories with a fixed point the mecha-

nism of scale symmetry breaking is intimately connected with the

poft behaviour at small distances of composite operators. Note

that in AP theories the renormalization of the coupling consta-

nt and fermion masses does not provide finiteness of the vacuum

energy density. In these theories the behaviour at small distan-

ces of composite operators coincides (up to logarithmic factors)

with that in free theories. To obtain finite composite operators

in this case, it is not sufficient to perform the subtraction

of the type (3) ; one must perform the subtraction of the vacu-

um average including the whole perturbative contribution [ij. Рог

example ; N(O^) ~ 6>~
v
 ̂<#/0"**v lO^rf. , т

сг
 A/f^fy) ~

= £?L m- <A)L (Ъ V; ) - <O\ W Vt ЮУггъё. ] ,
etc. As it was already noted in Sec.3 such a separation of per-

turbative and nonperturbative contributions leads to some dif-

ficulties in substantiating the operator product expansion

method in AP theories [3oJ.
Thus, one can say that the behaviour at small distances of

composite operators in NAP gauge theories with a nontrivial fi-

xed point is softer than in AP theories.

If one assumes that in some AP theory spontaneous chiral

symmetry breakdown ie principally formed in a region Л/ ̂ $*£Л*М«Л*

end in this region the running coupling is nearly constant clo-

se to a critical value <*
e
 , ao that the ratio

 т
**/л

2
 is

small, the relations (2) and (4) can be applied in this case

too.. However, their meaning ie eomewhat different in this si-

tuation s here they reproduce the part of the scale anomaly

connected with the presence of the scale Л at which the non-

perturbative dynamics imitating the fixed point dynamics is swi-

tched on. Ir. accordance with the observation in Sec.2. the JS -

function (39) determines the dependence of physical parameters

on the scale Л but it does not determine the behaviour of the

running coupling eLtty*) which is nearly constant ("frozen") in

this regime. Therefore, it should not be mixed with the true

JS - function of an AP theory jb
AF
 determining the behaviour

of d, (ef) • In AP theories the J2>- function (39) has to be consi-
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dered ae an auxiliary quantity allowing to separate the part of

the scale anomaly, caused by the nonperturbative dynamics with

) — ol
c
^tTom the coraplete scale anomaly &

In the next section the properties of the"scalar (dilaton)

connected with scale symmetry breaking will be discussed.

5. Dilaton and the effective Lagrangian

approach in gauge theories.

Due to the Goldstone theorem, in the chiral limit there muot

be f\/n maseless composite pseudoscalar bosons in the super-

critical phase of NAP gauge theories where spontaneous chiral

symmetry breakdown takes place (in the ladder approximation,

and, in general,in any approximation in which only planar diag-

rams are taken into account, the 2^O) - anomaly does not lead

to а таав for the singlet pseudoscalar £3iJ)« This point can be

examined by the direct analysis of the Bethe-Salpeter equations

L4J. Ae it has been shown in the preceding section, due to the

nonperturbative scale anomaly scale symmetry breakdown is ex-

plicit in the continuum ( /\ -̂> 00 ̂  -=?c/e ) limit. Therefore,

eoalar boeon connected with the operator /V ( S^L) has to be

massive.

The fact that for the fixed point dynamics scalar bosons

are maesive was established by the analysis of the Bethe-Salpe-

ter equations in Ref.^32j(see also the reviews [4])« However,

the value of their masses was not estimated there» Recently,

this fact has also been established In Ref. [i4a] . Besides, an

attempt to estimate the mass of the singlet scalar (dilaton)

in the framework of the PCDC hypothesis has been undertaken

there. In that paper the quantity ^^C&f^/t/s11 \s~i

has been estimated by numerical computer analysis in the two-

loop approximation (the parameter 5 is connected with the trans-

formation E. -* SfS:> = -S &
г
(Р

г
/я*) )• This value has been iden-

tified with F%N\r - • where M&
 i s a

 dilaton mass and the

parameter f
ff
 is defined in Eq. (8). Unfortunately, however,

unlik© the oaee of the effective potential for fundamental fi-

elds, the second derivative of the CJT potential at the statio-

nary point cannot be identified with the value at P = 0

of the inverse propagator of some physical composite field

(fcfa© recent discussion of this point see in Refs.[33j)« Tl; sre-
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fore the connection between the quantity U-У- and the

dilaton mass is not clear. "
s
 S*l

To determine A/g- , we will use the dilaton effective lag-

rangian approach Ji6, M~J. Such an effective lagrangian describing

composite spinless fields realizes the low-energy theorems of

the broken scale symmetry in gauge theories

> -
 ( 6 5 )

counter.

where O(oc) = ) £
(here all quantities are defined in the Minkowskl space).

In the standard approach [i6,17j a glueball is considered

as ь dilaton. In the present paper we suggest a two-component

conception of scale symmetry breaking in vector-like gauge theo-

г1ев. The initial point is to represent the gluon condensate

H S - <OIHIO> as

where Hck.
 i s t n e

 contribution connected with the dynamics of

spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking and M / is the remaining

part of the condensate// . For example, in QCD with the colour

group SM(fl/
e
}
 t n e

 value Ha£ is the leading contribution in the

gluon condensate// at /ŷ -̂ oo . In this limit it is primarily

determined by pure gluodynamics ( /4̂ f ~ A/C
Z )• We assume

that the singlet soalar fermion-antifermion bound state ( 6" -

boson) can be considered as a dilaton related to the (nonlea-

ding in QCD with large A/c ) part //^ of the gluon condensate.

Also, we assume that there is a little mixing between &

boson and glue states. In other words, we assume the possibi-

lity of faotorizing the dynamics in the region Л/*г$ 9,££Л*.

In this sense our approach departs from the glueball plus fer-

mion- ant if ermion mixing analysis of Refs.fi?], but is cloeer to

the work focusing on chiral symmetry breaking of Refs.[7,9,iej-

Self-consistency of tb,.j picture is demonstrated in Ap-

pendix II where it is shown that the low-energy theorems (65)

are satisfied by the fixed point dynamics in the two-loop ap-

proximation (the general case of arbitrary mixing between €f -
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boson and glue states will be discussed in the final part of

this section).

Henceforth, for the ваке of simplicity, we shall consider

the case when the fermion number A/r =-2. (in fact, the mass

M d t d d A/ b l ) I thi thM
6
 does not depend on A/f ; see below). In this case there are

three pseudoscalar Щ - bosons and one scale" б - boson as-

signee* to the representation (2,2) of the chiral groupSM/x)*SW/Z

We shall use the basic relation satisfied by the dilaton effec-

tive lagrangian but with one essential modification with res-

pect to the standard approach of Refs. [16,17̂ t the chiral JF

and 6* fields as well as the glueball field will contribute to

) • M B relation is t

where the glueball field is hex) , the chiral singlet field is

and c/, and cf^- are dynamical dimensions of the glueball and

chiral fields, respectively. The equation (66) provides correct

transformation properties of the operator /VY&̂ L.) with respect

to the chiral and scale symmetries ( /W&^I ) is a chiral

singlet and it has the dynamical dimension У
9
~4 which coin-

oldes with the canonical dimension).

Following the method of Ref. [i6bjit is not difficult to

show that in the absence of the mixing between & - boson and

glueball the simplest effective lagrangian realizing the rela-

tion (66) takes the form x

- V, (67)

where 4^2l4i JiCfr)

*Ш*Ы
9Я
А^(£) "' (ее,
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In the tree approximation the glueball part of thie

realizes the low-energy theorems (65) with

and the chiral part realizes these theorems with

Prom this lagrangian we f tad "the following relations in the

tree approximation :

Since the axial current is y ^ (^^) С^ЖЪ^$)
f

we deduce that G"
c
 sz - f^ in the .̂ ree approximation. Therefore,

the relations (70) and (71) can be rewritten in the following

form i

^cr = ^e-Fjr > (72)

It is important that the relations (72) and (73) are not

in fact rigidly connected with the exact form of the effective

lagrangian (67) t if one assumes that the low energy theorem

(65) with П-^i and <££>/£/0>=r-/Ve4. is saturated bya 6"
dilaton state, these relations can be directly derived from
Sq« (66) and this theorem.

The dynamical dimension of the composite chiral fields 6"^

where J^ is the anomalous dimension of the operators V y-'

and ^ r ' V • .,
5- . (75)
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Ав it was shown in Sec.2, in the two-loop approximation the fi-

xed point dynamics implies that the renormaliaation constant g
CtJ

is proportional to Л'
1
 . Therefore, we deduce that in this case

Prom here and Eq. (58) we find that in this approximation

M* is (remember that M — 2 ) x

(76)

or

(for arbitrary Л£ one hae Fe =: /2^EJ e/^F^. and the mass formu-
la (76) is not altered). *

Using the relation F^cs. gjfinj discussed in Refs. [i9,20]
we obtain from Eq. (76)(remember that A sr 1 )*.

(77)

It is noticeable that this relation is very close to the

relation rner/mtf H — Z derived in the Hartree approximation in

the Nambu-Jona-iasinio model[21,22} Also, in the framework of

QCD it has been discussed in Refs.[20j.

Eq* (76) showa that the в* - boson mass depends sensitive-

ly on the value of the dynamical dimension cfg- . This point is

characteristic for other physical observablee too. For example,

as it can be easily found from the lagrangian (67)» in the

tree approximation the width of the decay 6~-=>&$? ie

Г =
 3M

* •
 (7e)

Let us apply the relations derived in the present paper

to QCD ( Ы- 3 , Л£ »2 ). In QCD the dynamical mass of quarks

is mj ~~ 350 MeV end the parameter Д , which is determined

from the condition **•($*)It*=
A
* ̂  <** = &

±в Л ~ 700 MeV(4.20]. Therefore, the ratio /
A

is reasonably small in thle case. Eqs. (5)> (6), (77) and (78)

imply ( cfr-Я. and £ cr 1 ) 1

""
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<Ы
О
(ГЧ')У S jf <olM

m
(<p4')l0>~- (220M*,?, (79)

H,
L

300Mev.

The obtained value for the chiral condensate is quite

satisfactory. The value Н
с
^ is small in comparison with the

standard value of the gluon condensate, И—' 0,012 GeV
4 £

which agrees with the conventional viewpoint that in
Of course, unlike PCAC, the relevance of the PCDC hypot-

hesis in QCD is much less certain. However, we are encouraged
by the success of analogous approach based on vector meson do-
minance, even though there is no nearby symmetric limit in
which/^ u),i/~*0.1в fact since the obtained mass valueMf 700MeV
is reasonably small,our results may be as successful.

There have been recent hints in data suggesting that

CT(700) meson may exist[34,35] • In particular, note that the

very recent data agree with the width/^.~* 400 Mev[35J • Also,

such a 6" (700) meson appears to be needed to describe low ener

gy dynamic в [36J •

Other applications of the present approach in QCD are

considered in the recent paper [37] •

Let us briefly discuss the case of arbitrary mixing betwe-

en б' boson and glueball. Following the method of Refs. [17]

we obtain the following mass relations in this case :

It U ,

Note that in the standard approach [I7j » where H^ = О j/

and c/^ = </g. = 1 , Eq. (81) implies that there must be

large mixing between &"- meson and glueball (/%̂  = ̂ /^ M%. )

This, in turn, leads to an undesirable consequencet the coup-

ling of glueball with two pions is too strong [17] . Since the

mixing parameter Mg-
h
 can be chosen to be arbitrary small in
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the present approach, such a difficulty is absent in thie case.

In concluoion of thie section we would like to emphasize

that dynamical dimensions may be important parameters in low

energy effective lagrangians which represent significant in-

formation concerning the dynamics forming compoaite particles .

Perhape, it oould be ueeful in understanding Higgs dyna-

mics for technicolour models of electroweak Interaction.

6. The physical meaning of NAP gauge

theories with a nontrivial fixed

point.

Whut can one say at present about the physical meaning of

NAP gauge theories beyond the ladder approximation? In the case

when the bare coupling constant is sufficiently small, one can

use the relation of the one-loop approximation for the running

coupling t

where С is a certain positive constant. If the bare coupling

constant remains email at Л -=> «s , the running coupling

will be equal to zero at all nonzero distances! in the continu-

um limit cite) ssb at Z>0 and oL(o) ~ 'dm Ы. (VA) ~ OL .

Therefore, when oL is small, in the continuum limit NAP

gauge theories transform into free field theories (the zero-

charge situation[Зв]). However, if in a NAP gauge theory a

nontrivial ultraviolet stable fixed point oL «= oL
c
 found in

the ladder approximation survives , the situation ir the

supercritical, d. > d.
e
 , phase will be essentially different[3] .

The characteristic feature of this phase with spontaneous chi-

ral symmetry breakdown is the formation of fermion-antifermion

tightly bound states and, as a consequence, the appearance of

new, induced, interactions x the Yukawa-type coupling of fer-

mions, antifermions and composite bosons as well as coupling of

composite bosons compatible with the chiral symmetry*

If one starts from the lattice version of a NAP gauge theo-

ry, the corresponding continuum theory with oL^eJ.
c
 can have

additional (with reepeot to the naive continuum limit) interac-

tion vertices. In the «normalization group language this point

means that there are different types of relevant induoed opera-

tors in the theory [зэ]. As it has been pointed out by Bardeen,



Leung and Love [7J, due to the le-ge anomalous dlmeimion V
m
 =

at the fixed point, a nntural candidate for the role of the

relevant induced operator in QED with ek = d
 c
 is the chiral

invariant combination

where G ~ <?/Л* and in the continuum limit the dlmenoionleea

coupling constant 5. has to be fixed, ̂
 =
^<* • At oL.~ct

c
 the

dynamical dimension of the operator (83) is equal to four and

hence the appearance of this vertex should not rtentroy the re-

normalization property of the theory.

An interesting possibility pointed oat in Refо.[з] is that

in continuum HAP gauge theories with a nontrivial fixed point

the complete screening of the coupling constant takes place at

all nonzero distances (d.(2 )=0 at Z >O and oi ( 0)= Ы.
с
 ;

г?, =0). But despite of this screening, induced vertices provide

the existence of an interacting theory of bound states ( тее com-

ment 1) on page 41)-

Can the appearance of new induced vertices to remove the

nonperturbative scale anomaly in Buch theories? The complicacy

of this problem is demonstrated by the fact that in the ladder

approximation in QED with the induced vertex (83) the dilaton

i? also massive in the continuum limit [7]. Regularity of this

result is illustrated by the following point. Ae it is shovm in

Sect.4, the presence of the scale anomaly is connected v4th the

fact that the value of the CJT effective potential at the statio-

nary point is not zero. Using Eq.(29) and the equation (32)

it is easy to show that in the chiral limit tht exprespion fur

VC6)
 o a n

 **
e
 rewritten in the form :

CO

(84)

о

where the function <"¥rVi?) - OtCl-t-?) —

is positive at ? > O . Hence it follows that for the .ontri-

vial solution СФ О the value \/СЗ)Ф О . It can be shovm that

in the ladder approximation the relation of the type (84) also

takes place in QED with the induced vertex (83) (VJ. Therefore,

in this case spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking also leada to

explicit scale symmetry breaking, i.e. to the scale tmoi;ial;v.
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As is known, the presence of a nontrivial ultraviolet stab-

le fixed point c*
c
 > О means that at oL~d

c
 the second order

phase transition takes place in a theory. At present the only

way to study such a phase transition (beyond the ladder appro-

ximation ) is computer simulations in lattice theories. The

computer simulations show that in the quenched approximation

the second order phase transition connected with spontaneous

chiral symmetry breakdown really takes place in both compact

and noncompact versions of lattice QED [ 5]. The problem beco-

me» much more complicated if the fermion determinant is

taken into account . The recent computer simulations realized

by Kogut and Dagotto indicate the first order phase tranai-

tion in the case of compact QEDJX]. But preliminary simulations

in noncompact QED do not rule out the possibility of the second

order phase tranaition thereJX] (see comment 2) on page 41).

Additional significant efforts will be required for the

solution of this complicated problem.

7> Conclusions.

The fixed point dynamics, end the dynamics imitating it,

can lead to new field-theoretical insight, on the one hand, and,

on the other hand, can lead to interesting phenomenological ap-

plications. This dynamics can be considered as an approximation

to the dynamics with slowly running coupling. In particular,

the notorious flavour-changing neutrel-current problem in tech-

nicolour models can be solved along these linea[JB-1O, 13,14J •

The present paper shows that there can be phenomenologioal

applications of this dynamics to the description of the proper-

ties of composite spinlesa bosons. The nonperturbative scale

anomaly and large dynamical dimensions of these composite fi-

elds are important ingredients of this approach. In particular,

the results of the present paper show that dynamical dimensi-

ons may be important parameters in low energy effective lagran-

giane which represent significant information concerning the

dynamics forming composite particles. We considered the proper-

ties of 6* -meson in QCD In this approach. Perhaps, it could

also be useful in understanding Higga dynamics for technicolo-

ur models of electroweak interaction.

The results of the present paper also f»how that NAP gauge
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theories can give an example of theories with a new (soft)

type of scale symmetry breakdown. Unlike AF theories, the dy-

namics at small distances in them is characterised by large

dynamical dimensions of composite operators» Also, the depen-

dence of the form of the scale anomaly on the type of the phase

in coupling to which it relates has been revealed in these

theories. We think that this phenomenon deserves further stu-

dy.
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Appendix I.

In this appendix the relation (36) for the renormaliza-

tion constant 5 ^ will be proved. As is known, the renorma-

lization constant

where m
c
 is the current mass related to the normalization po-

int ̂ iA—O .To determine this ratio, we shall use the equa-

tion (32). It is easy to examine that the solution of this equa-

tion satisfies the boundary condition of the form :

(1.2)

Substituting the asymptotics of the funotion 6^*^(35) in

this boundary condition we find the relation t

ft !!&\ёЬ*±\ ZfinUv&i~ +ГЛ0] = тГА) Ci.3)

Taking into account that m± = mj + mc and using the re-
normalization (38) of the coupling constant, we find that
Eqs. (1*1) and (1.3) imply the relation (36) in the continu-
um limit.
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Appendix II.

In this appendix it will be ehown that in the continuum

(A-><»« ol-^o/,. ) limit the low energy theorems of the broken

ucale symmetry Jjlff] take place in the ladder approximation 1

Vjr = ( - i j \ы-*1 ••."•*/t si-'/' C"i**.'. • . ci«t* )cnvj\\J/ j

Uaing the representation for the vacuum enei'gy density ^

in the form of the functional integral, it is easy to show that

.) (II.2)

Uaing the explicit expreeaion for V ^ A ) (see Eqe. (37) and

(58)),

we find the relation (II.1) from Eq. (II.2).
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Comments to pages 33*34

This picture веенш to be confirmed by the reoent computer ai~

mulatione in noncompact lattice QED (J.B.Kogut, E.Dagotto and

A.Koclc. Urbana preprint ILL-(TH)-87-54» November 1987)* These

simulation data suggest that the heavy fermion potential ta-

kes the form •j-'G%p(~Kh'l) » K~l * end hence there is no photon

in the renormaliaed continuum (Л = <=*э) theory* Notwithstan-

ding such a screening^an interacting continuum theory of bound

states arises*

When this paper was accomplished, we reoeived the preprint of

J.B.Kogut, E.Dagotto and A.Kocic ( ILL-(TH)-87-54 Urbana, No-

vember 1987) where arguments are presented using the size de-

pendence of simulation data that a seoond order chiral tran-

bj.tion In coupling constant takes place in nonoompact QED.

This phase transition is associated with a iiontrivial fixed

point which describes an interacting theory of bound states*
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